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- Reduced public R&D in basic research
- Shifts in funding sources and technology 
priorities
- Lower productivity of R&D
- Stronger patent-based power

- User, not policy priorities
- Variable transformational significance
- Reduced competitive imperative

- Lower competition-induced investment 
- Less automation; less allocative efficiency
- Internal technology control & transfer
- Skill mismatches and limited skill supply
- Exogenous and macroeconomic influences
on investment

- Low investment limits         
dissemination and gains
- Market power reduces 
competitive pressure
- Conditions change
technology impact
- Technologies and
geopolitical rivalries
- Reduced automation;
greater geopolitical tension
- Less efficient resource 
allocation; less productivity 

Feedback into Technology Adoption, Innovation, and R&D

Note: This graphic is a depiction of dominant influences of and on technology and innovation – and, ultimately, on both productivity and income inequality. It reflects as well, the feedback from low 
productivity, slow growth and income disparity on technology, and its deployment, in an interactive loop. This is not an exhaustive depiction of the variety of the dynamics and inter-relatedness of these 
variables which are explored at length in the report Productive Equity: The Twin Challenges of Reviving Productivity and Reducing Inequality by the Chumir Foundation & the Brookings Institution

Technology, Productivity, Growth and Disparity: Causes and Effects

- Market power of capital
- Slower productivity growth
- Skills & leading-firm premium
- Displaced middle income jobs 
- Reduced fiscal redistribution 
- Globalization/lower wages
- Greater inequality of 
opportunities

- Market conditions shape the impact of technology
- Weak competition draws less research and innovation
- Greater income polarization lowers aggregate demand
- Shifting funding sources and variation in risk absorption influence the nature and extent of technological development
- Exogenous drivers of investment influence magnitude and distribution of technological development
- Socio-political priorities shape technology selection, fiscal redistribution and corrective policy action
- Reduced output and growth


